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A USTRACT. Evidence for strangeness matrix-elements in the proton are reviewed and other mea~
surcrncnts for spccific strangcness matrix elements are presentcd.

RESUMEN. Se hace una revisión de la evidencia de elementos de matriz de extrañeza en el protón.
Se presentan también otras mediciones de ciertos elementos de matriz de extrañeza específicos.
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1. JNTHODUCTION. EVIDENCE FOR STRANGENESS

Jt is generally believed lhal, al lower energies, lhe quark slruclure of lhe nucleon is given
by lhree valence quarks, u u (up) d (down) for lhe prolon and d d u for lhe neulron. How-
ever, surprisingly, some rece ni experimenls indicale lhe presence of appreciable (~ 20%)
slrangeness. J will review lhe major pieces of evidence.

1.1. The (T-term in 'Ir-N scatte,-;ng

The 'Ir-N (T-lerm is a measure of chiral symmetry violation. Jt is generally agreed lhal
this violation arises primarily, if not solely, from thc non-vanishing masses of lhe (currenl)
quarks. The term measures the change of the mass of the nucleon when thc masses of the
quarks are Uturned on"

'\' [)M _
(T.N = L mq-[) ;::; (Nlm(ull + dd) + m,(ss)lN).mq

q

( 1)

The effeet can be calculaled wilh PCAC (parlial conservalion of lhe axial currcnl) and
some weak quark model assumplion [lj. Experimenlally [2), il is oblained from an ex-
lrapolalion of low energy pion-nucleon seallering dala lo lhe non-physical Chcng-Dashen
poi ni 13) (q2 = 2m;):

(2)

-This article is based Oll a tal k gi\'cn at thc XXXV Congrcso Nacional dc Física in Puebla. It
sUlllmarizes work carried out by mallY physicists: that performen in Seattle was done with Tobias
Frcderico, \Verner Kocpf, Gastao Kreill, Steven Pollock, AnthollY \Villiams, and Shuqian Ying.
Much of tIle credit should go to tIJem for their major contributions.
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where gA is the weak axial vector coupling constant, m. is the pion mass, and l. is the
weak pion decay constan\. A recent re-analysis of the data 141 has narrowed the discrepancy
between theory and experiment:

<7(exp) :::: 45:!: 5 MeV,

<7(th) :::: 25 MeV. (3)

The discrepancy can be understood in a number of ways. One of the most straight-
forward ones is to assume that (NlssIN), the scalar strangeness matrix elements of the
proton, is of the order of 15% of (Nluu + (id + ssIN).

1.2. The spin-sl7-ucture 01 the p,'oton

Recent measurements by the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) of polarized muon
scattering [5] on polarized protons allow one to obtain the spin structure function of the
proton. The experiment is thus sensitive to the strangeness axial-vector matrix dement
(pls1~15slp) ::::(pls8slp). The measurement allows one to obtain the asymmetry

u+ - u_
a= ---

<7+ + <7_
(4)

where <7+ is the cross section for electrons polarized parallel to the spin of the proton (1')
and <7_ is that for electrons polarized antiparallel to the pro ton 's spin. The asymmetry.
a. allows one to deduce the polarized stmcture function g¡(x). where x = q2/2Al/J. with
(/J. iíJ the components of the four-momentum transfer q. and Al the mass of the nucleon.
In the infinite momentum frame. x can be interpreted as the Bjorken scaling variable
x = Pq/p, with Pq the momentum of a quark and l' that of the proton:

(5)

Here q;(x) Iqi(x)] is the distribntion fnnction of quark i with spin parallel [antiparallel]
to that of the proton at that valne of x.
\Ve can also write

with

and

J gj(x)dx = H~~u+~~d+ ~~s). (6)

(7)

(8)
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where s is the spin 01 the proton.
Experimentally [5]' it is Iound that Ior the proton

J gf dx = 0.126:l: 0.01 :l: 0.015,

whereas theory, ¡.e., the Ellis-Jarre sum rule 16] gives

J gf dx = 0.175 :l: .018.

(9)

(10)

The neutron contribution gí'dx is expected to be small, and the I3jorken sum rnle [71
gives

J gf dx - J gl dx = ~gA (1 - :') = 0.191 :l: 0.02. (11)

In this sum rule, the strangeness contribution washes out, since it should be identical
Ior the proton and neutron. If J gl dx is small, the EMC experiment indicates that the
I3jorken sum rule is violated and that the violation is not due to the strangeness axial
vector matrix element. In either case, it seems that we do not really understand the
structure 01 the nucleon.
Theoretically, we know that [8]

C.u - c.d = F + D = 2(pIJ;:;lp) = gA = 1.26,

C.U+ C.d - 2c.s = 3F - D = 2J3(pIJ;:;lp),

C.u + C.d+ 2C.s = 2V372(pIJ;~;lp), (12)

where JA, is the axial vector current in the z-direction and the superscripts are SU(3)
indices. If the results 01 the EMC experiments are combined with baryon decay data, \Ve
obtain

C.u = 0.78:l: .07,

C.d = -0.48 :l: .07,

C.s = -0.19:l: .07,

L c.q¡ = 0.11 :l: 0.23. ( 13)

Equation (13) sho\Vs that the quarks carry almost none 01 the spin 01 the proton. Since
\Ve know that

S~+ Sf + L, = ~L c.q¡ + c.g + L, = ~, (14)
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FIGURE 1. A disconnected diagram for .ji praduction fram a nucleon.

the spin ofthe proton appears to originate primarily from gluons (~g) and orbital angular
momentum (L,). In the non-relativistic quark model ~s = O, ~u = 4/3, ~d = -1/3,
and all the spin originates from the spin of the quarks. Again, we condude that the
quark-gluon structure of the proton is not understood. the experiments outlined in the
next section are intended to pravide more information.

1.3. aZ! rule viola/ion

Another indication tha! there may be non-vanishing strangeness matrix elements in the
nudeon is the production of .ji mesons in pp annihilation. Such production should be
severely inhibited by the OZI rule, which sta tes that disconnected diagrams (e.g., Fig. 1)
are severely (;S 10-2) inhibited. Experimentally it is found that [9]

and

a(pn ~ </m-) "" 0.13.
a(pn ~ W7f-)

(15a)

(15b)

Both ratios are an order of magnitude.larger than anticipated from the OZl rule [10]' but
could be "explained" with a scalar matrix element (NlssIN) of the order of 10-20% of
(Ñlüu + dd + ssIN).

1.4. Elastic neutrino proton scattering

As a final indication of non-vanishing strangeness matrix elements in the nucleon, consider
elastic neutrino scattering. A Brookhaven measurement of the elastic v and ii scattering
cross section on protons as a function of Q2 is shown in Fig. 2 [11]. the mcasurement
by Ahrens et al. [111 shows that the Q2 deRendence is consistent with a dipolc form
factor with a mass, MA "" 1.03 GeY. (However, charged current cross sections lead to
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FIGURE 2. Neutrino and antineutrino elastie scattering cross sections from protons as a function
of Q'. Taken from Re£. [l1j.

M. ::::1.09 GeV.) When extrapolated to Q' = O, there is disagreement with the standard
model coupling constants. Agreement can be reached if a strange (isoscalar or SU(3)
scalar) axial vector coupling constant [12]'

g~ ::::-0.15 :l: 0.08, (16)

is introduced. This coupling measures (Nls/""'/sIN), and would be zero if this matrix
element vanishes.

There are problems with all four of these experiments. For instance, in the elastic
neutrino scattering on protons, the form factor is not known and the error in the de-
termination of MA may be larger than stated; this would lead to a larger error in the
determination of g~. G. Garvey et al. have reanalyzed this experiment [13]. Nevertheless,
these four experiments all provide an indication that strangeness is present in the nucleon
to a remarkably large degree. Some strangeness is to be expected, since p ---+ Ao]{+ ---+ p,
but, as we will show later, this results in only a small % of strangeness. The experiments
also show that we do not fully understand the substructure of the nucleon. \Vhat other
experiments can be done to elucidate it?

2. EXPERIMENTS TO MEASURE STRANGENESS IN TIIE NUCLEON

In addition to the four experiments that have already been carried out, new ones are
feasible. 1 will focus on measurements of new, unconstrained, and unknown form factors
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of the proton which should exist if strangeness is present in the nucleon. These elastic
form factors can be written as

(17a)

and

(17b)

with F~(O) = -g~ and M the nucleon mass. Let me briefly remind you of the definition
of these fonn factors. In SU(2) the standard model predicts

with

JJ(N) = [¡(pi) ['YI'F~ + ial'v2~Fi] U(p),

J;(N) = [¡(pi) ['YI'F¡Z+ ial'v2~Fl + 'YI''YSFA] U(p),

(ISa)

(ISb)

F' = 1 [F1S(Q2) + T F1V(Q2)] ~ (1) for the proton (19a)
¡ 2 ¡ 3 ¡ Q'-O O for the neutron,

( "p) for the proton
Q>:::O tOn for the neutron,

F¡Z = H -2 sin2 OwF¡S(Q2) + (1 - 2 sin2 Ow)F¡v(Q2)T3]

~ (tll - 4 sin2 Owl) for the proton
Q'_O -t for the neutron,

(19b)

(19c)

Fl = H-2sin20w("p + "n)F~S(Q2)

+ (1 - 2sin2 Ow)T3("p - "n)Ft(Q2)]

(
H(l - 4 sin2 Ow)"p - "n)1 )

Q>:::O tl-"p + (1 - 4sin2 Ow)"n]

FA = Hg~SF~S(Q2) + F~V(Q2hgA]

for the proton

for the neutron,
(19d)

(1ge)
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Here F¡' (FiZ, FA) are eleetromagnetie and weak form faetors, normalized to unity at Q2 =
O and ()w is the \\'einberg angle; g~Sis an isosea!ar eoupling, whieh is zero in the standard
mode!. If s quarks are present, we have to use SU(3) notation and can write

(
1) far the protonQ-'-:o O for the neutron,

F21 = ![("p + "n)Fi') (Q2) + T3("p - "n)FiJ)(Q2)]

Q-'-:o ( :~ ) ,
F¡z = H-Ft)(Q2) + T3yF¡(J)(Q2) + yFI(S)(Q2)]

~ (HI-4Sin
2()wl),

Q'-o _1
.1

(20a)

(20b)

(20e)

(20d)

(20e)

Here y = (1 - 2 sin2 ()w), giO) = ("p + "n) + ,,', (6F - 2D) "" 1.1, with F and D the fraetion
that are odd and even nnder SU(3); 6F - 2D "" 1.1, and gA "" -1.26. The superseripts
are SU(2) indiees. If strange quarks are present in the nuc!eon, then the Q2 dependenee
of F¡z and F? need not be the same, and there are two new eouplings and form faetors,
namely the SU(3) sealars, giO)FiO)(Q2) aud g~O)FlO)(Q2). These eouplings and form faetors
are unknown and uneonstraiued, but we have defined F;(O) = -g~O). In addition, we have
F's = F(O) + FIS)
I , l'

The experiments bdow are aimed primarily at measuriug g~O)FlO) (Q2) and giO)FiO) (Q2).

2.1. Parity-nonl'onserving asymmetry Úl e/astil' polm'ized eIce/mn pmt071 seattering

It was shown by Beck, !\lcl\eown [141, all(l olhers ¡hal the scattering of longitudinally
polarized clectrollS 011protolls allows a detel'mination of giO) Ft). Tite parity-nonconserving
asYlllmctry can oc writtl'1l as
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FIGURE 3. (a) Knock-out electro-production of 1>mesons; (b) VMD electro-prod uction of 1>
mesons.

E + E' 28( . 2 1 1 }- 2M tan ':1 1 - 4sm Ow)FA(F¡ + F2)

X {(Fn2 + ~(F:;Y + 2~ tan2 ~(F? + Fi)2} -1 (21)

where E (E') is the initial (final) electron energy, O is the scattering angle, and ~ ='
Q2 / 4M2. The last ter m in Eq. (21) is small because (1 - 4 sin2 0w) '" 0.1, and the second
one is srnall at back angles, where the first term dominates. Thus, at back angles the
asyrnrnetry is sensitive to Fl, and allows a determination of F~O)and therefore F{. This
experiments is being undertaken at M!T and is planned at CEl3AF.

2.2. Electro <p p1'Oduction

Another experiment that is sensltlve to strangeness vector matrix element F{ is the
electro-production of <p mesons. l3ecause ofthe aZ! rule, this production is inhibited unless
strangeness is present, Fig. 3a [151. However, we found that it is difficult to differentiate
between this process and the vector meson dominance (VMD) coutribution, shown in
Fig. 3b. Present data [IGI agrees with VMD to within the experimental error of ~ 10%.
A clean differentiation between the two processes may require polarization data [151.

2.3. Parity-nonconserving asymmetry in electron-deuteron scattering

The parity non-conserving asymmetry in polarized electron scattering from deuterium
could be used to rneasure giO)FiO) [17]. Although the asymmetry is reduced by (1 -
4 sin2 0w l, there is no isovector competition. The asyrnmetry for polarized deuterons is
cleaner, but much more difficult experimentally.
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2.4. vp e/astie seattering

The advantage of measuring eross seetions in neutrino seattering over parity non-con-
serving electron scattering is that there is no red uction of (1 - 4 sin2 {)w) '" 0.1 due to the
vector current of the electron. Lower energy, ((E) ~ 500 MeV) vp elastic scattering would
alJow the extraction of g\OI more clearly than the higher energy experiment of Ahrens et
al. 111] because the former is much less sensitive to the Q2 dependence of the axial vector
form factor. Such an experiment is being undertaken by G. Garvey at Los Alamos [18].

2.5. Ine/astie v 12 e scatte"ing

The excitation of the 1+, isospin O, excited state at 12.71 MeV in 12C is particularly
sensitive to g\OI Fl01 [19]. 1I0wever, there is a background due to magnetic scattering and
mixing of the I = 1, JP = 1+ state at 15.11 MeV with the I = 0,12.11 MeV state [19].

2.6. Quasi-e/astic v scattering on 12 e
The ratio

a(v + 12C ~ v + P + )
v a(v + 12C ~ v + n + ) (22)

is sensltlve to g\OI Fl01 [20]' dne to an interference of the axial and vector cnrrents. A
measurement of this ratio has been proposed by Garvey [20].

2.7. v and v e/astic seattering on 2 H

In Seattle, we have proposed [21) the measurement of the ratio R

R = a(vd ~ vd) - a(vd ~ vd) .
a(vd ~ vd) + a(vd + vd) (23)

It is necessary to use an isospin = O, spin i O target. The numerator of this ratio is pro-
portional to v"av V" AV, where v(a) and V(A) are the vector (axial vector) currents of the
neutrino (v, a) and denteron (V, A), respectively. Although this is a difficult experiment,
it has the advantage of being a nulJ experiment. Because the deuteron has isospin I = O,
the numerator vanishes unless R ex (dls¡v.-y5sld) ex g\OI Fl01 i O; tbis comes about because
g'1 = - g~ = g\OI. Furthermore tbe ratio R can be sizeable even if g<:'1 is smal!. We bave
calculated R for neutrino energies up to 2 GeV by several metbods:

a) By means of a multipole expansion and extended Siegert theorem for Ev .$150 MeV.

b) In the Brcit frame by means of a covariant formalism ror Ilonrclativistic dcuterons for
100 MeV.$ Ev.$1 GeV.

e) By means of a light cone impulse approximation for 500 MeV.$ Ev.$ 2 GeV.
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Here, 1 will ¡lluslrale lhe results for lhe eovarianl melhod, where form faelors are
eyalualed in lhe Ereil frame with a non-relalivislie reduetion of nuclear eurrenls for
nucleons moving in lhe Paris pOlential [221.

Becausc thc isoscalar axial vector from factor FiO) is no1 knownl wc assumc FlO) = F13) 1

the isovector one; it has been measured [111 to be (1 + Q2/M;)-2 with MA "" 1.03 GeV.
\Ve can write the deuleron eross seelions as [21)

\....here

da (lid) C;. [ ! . 2 O ! 2 o' 2, ,I!' 2 01dQ2 vd =:z; '/ 2\\ 1 SlIl ,,+ \\ 2 eos T:¡: M (Ev + Ev)\\ 8 SlIl , '

Q2 ( Q2 ) 2 ( Q2 ) , ,IV _ __ __ 2 _ 1 _ (O) (O)
1 - 6.\12 1 + 4M2 CM + 3 + 4M FA gA ,

\1'8 = ~(1 + OCMCA,

(24)

(25a)

(25b)

(25e)

Here C" CQ, CM' CA are the Coulomb, quadrupole, magnetie and axial deuteron form
faetors, respeetively. The differenee !J.(lId ~ lid) - !J.(vd ~ vd) vanishes if CA (01'
g~) FlO)) = O; the ratio R is proportional to giO) for Q2 :s 1(CeV / e)2, away from the zeros
of CA (Q2), amI if R is not too close to unity. Figure 4 presents the eross seetion for 11 and
v seattering on d. Figure 5 shows the ratio R for deuterons of 500 MeV as a funetion of
Q2 for giO) = 0.1 and 0.2 with F~O) = O. Figure 6 shows the ratio R for Ev = 2 GeV and
g~) = 0.1 and 0.2; the zero is eaused by a vanishillg form factor ami makes it clear that
lo",er neutrino energies are preferred. Figure 7 presents R for Ev = 500 1\1eV, giO) = 0.2
and F~O) = O, alld :1:0.2. Finally, Figure 8 should help experimental physieists to choose
the best neutrino energy: Large Q2 makes it easier to deteet recoil deuterons, but at the
eost of a smaller eross seetion, for neutrinos of 500 MeV the long-and-short dashed curves
eorrespond to cross seetion of 10-42 and 10-41 cm2 /GeV2, respeetively. If it is desired to
have a minimum eross seetion of one of these numbers and a ratio R ::::0.25, then the two
shaded regions show the allowed range of seattering angle O.

3. CONCLUSIO:--;S

There are a variety of new experiments that can be earried out to determine two totally
unknown constants (g~l, F~O)(O)) amI nucleon structure funetions. The experiments are
diffieult, but feasible, and some are being undertaken.

It is importanl lo carry out new mcasuremcnts of thc strangcncss matrix elemcnls in
the nucleon, so that we can gain a better understanrling of its internal strueture.
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FIGURE 6. Same as Fig. 5 for 2 GeV neutrinos, but only for g~O) = -0.1.
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FIGURE 8. Experimenlallimils on scallering angle (8) as a funclion of neulrino energy for F;(O) =
-g':' = 0.2, and R = 0.25 as well as cross seclion of 10-41 and 10-42 cm2/GeY"
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